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Dear all
This week I would like to share with you a letter aimed mainly at our older Scholars
which I will also record for the Distance Learning page. Last week it gave me great
delight to share ‘The Song of the Tree’ by Coralie Bickford-Smith aimed at our younger
children – but a story I’m sure appealed to all.
Dearest Scholars
I hope you have had a good week; I would like to share a few thoughts with you. I’d
like to start with some reflection on this unplanned gained time. I wonder whether this
enforced halt to our normal lives is allowing you to indulge in some additional reading.
But what is reading, and I mean proper reading?
Not headline swiping or the Facebook shuffle. Not re-reading the same page of that book on your bedside
table before falling asleep three weeks in a row. I mean deep reading, taking the time to wallow in a novel
or become immersed in a verse. Settling down with an autobiography, tracing another person’s life whilst
your own is on pause.
If you are not a reader, start with reading the words that were written to be spoken. Whilst completing
my Masters I enjoyed analysing the great speeches of the 21st Century. I was hypnotised by the rhythm
of Martin Luther King, persuaded by the passion of Emmeline Pankhurst. Taught to tease apart the syntax
of Khrushchev and Kennedy. Roll Mandela’s rhetoric around in your own mouths, savouring the flavour. A
good speech is a novel in its own right.
In fact, many of todays leaders take their speechwriting cues from the greats of the last century. Boris
Johnson currently drawing upon the wartime oratory of his idol, Winston Churchill. In times of crisis, the
pen really is mightier than the sword. Words don’t just record history; they can alter its course.
There is one current world leader though whose oratory style is all her own. Most people in Britain will
have watched the speech that her majesty the Queen Elizabeth gave to the nation. Whether you’re a
royalist, or not, she has been a permanent presence, fixed and steady. Appearing at the right moments as
a reliable guide, no matter how dark the night. Very recently, a few deceptively simple phrases, no more
words than you have listened to here. Yet each adjective chosen with care, every tense deliberate, every
noun nuanced.
The internet and media are awash with millions of words offering comment on the current situation and
every given topic. No wonder people don’t read as much anymore, when you have to wade through pages
of dense verbiage just to uncover a single line of sensible thought.
I encourage you to read her Majesty’s script and in particular “Those who come after us will say that the
Britons of this generation were as strong as any. “That the attributes of self-discipline, of quiet good
humoured resolve and of fellow feeling still characterise this country.”
Sometimes you only need to read a little to get a lot.
So I challenge you during this lockdown to take the time to really read. To consider the power of words
and the impact your words can have. I have been personally enthused to hear the words of the younger
generation, such as Greta Thunberg. The passionate speech she gave at the UN climate Summit on climate
change was indeed inspirational. Another example being Malala Yousafzai, an advocate for women
pursuing education.
I look forward to hearing your thoughts and words. Use this time to expand your knowledge, reflect and
immerse yourself into the written word. Enjoy!

Paul Farr, Principal

Two lovely pieces of art from Noah and Daniel,
Class 1b

Class 2 Main Lesson

Pictures from their Maths Block.

Class 6a

Main Lesson pictures from their Geology Main Lesson and a book review.

Class 7 English work
Example of how to create a story out of a very ordinary image.
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Class 8 English work

Example of how to create a story out of a very ordinary image.
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Class 9 have been busy
making.

Cakes, bread, beetroot pickle and carrot
sauerkraut. The class were learning about
preserving and fermented foods, such as
sauerkraut and yogurts.

Making a dress

I started to make the dress at the beginning of the easter holidays as I thought I needed a project
to work on during lockdown. My mum already had the fabric that I used, which was given to her by
my nan's friend. I dyed the fabric myself, which was an interesting experience as I had never done
that before but I was quite happy with the result. The making of the dress was actually easier than I
thought it would be, and I found I knew a lot of the techniques from handwork lessons at school. The
only problem was trying to understand the pattern. I didn't realise that there seems to be a different
language for sewing, and that choosing a pattern with a lot of separate pieces makes the process
harder! I am pleased with the finished result despite my making plenty of mistakes that had to be
undone along the way. I am certainly going to sew more now that I have the time and recommend it,
as the process is fun and the result is very rewarding.
Flora Class 9

Sonnets written by students to celebrate Shakespeare's birthday this past
week. These two are on the theme of isolation and quarantine by Luca,
Class 10 and Libby Class 12.

Quarantined

Luca Chantler

Alas, the world is reduced to shock and dismay;
The Co-op shop shelves are as dry as a bone;
From the streets, not a sound as we cower away
In the safety we find in our family homes.
Oh how the sun shines in the sky of blue sea
Where high the birds soar up there in the clouds
And I sit here and watch them, I wish to be free;
Yes I wish for my mates to party in crowds.
I fear that not everyone will play by the rules;
This virus spreads easily through contact and air;
Even though Boris has banned all the schools;
People are still spreading their germs without care.
But hope is not lost now that exams aren’t so static;
My anticipated grades ensure I pass in mathematics.

Lib’s Sonnet for Shakespeare 

Grains of glitter slip across the sky,
One by one they kiss each other’s tail.
Swimming through pitch, an echo of the cry
Of a forgotten night, a wailing crystal trail.
Sprinkles of sugar, their sweetness turning sour,
Each twinkling eye will close and go to sleep.
As darkened dreams ink in the nighttime hour,
Scattered sparkles soon begin to weep.
Our visions clouded with words of woe
Light blinks as our small smiles shrink,
Futures of destruction form what we will know
Rather than just what we think.
Fear fuels flaming fire, causes hope to char,
If terror kills our wish upon a star.

Sonnet by Ava Gibson Oran
Something of a current blast
The sky, the clouds and trees
And when the wintry weather passed
The current got to me.
It slithered into every nook
Every crevice in my home
In iron cast on every book
"Now your mind is not your own."
So begrudgingly I turned the key
And discovered there inside
A world of paper reams and screens
Where no mortal law abides.
Now clad in paper armour is my girth
Until the current claims me back to earth.

This week’s Wellbeing Resources
Everyone succumbs to stress now and again, but for some it is a daily affliction that seriously affects their
enjoyment of life. Have you noticed that during Quarantine you just aren’t coping with things so well?
Feeling overwhelmed and short-tempered? Here are ten stress-busters to help you create a calmer,
happier life:
1. Do something you love When you’re frazzled, stressed and angry, you often lose your sense
of self. What makes you feel good? It could be meeting up with a friend via Zoom of Facetime for
coffee, listening to music, having a bath, going for a run in the woods, crafting, doing a crossword,
yoga…whatever it is, make sure you schedule it in at least once a week, if not more often. Stick to
the commitment in the same way you would an important appointment, no excuses!
2. Laugh! Laughing lowers stress hormones such as cortisol and adrenaline and strengthens the
immune system by releasing health-enhancing hormones. Call up a friend, read a funny book, make
up silly stories with your children, or watch a comedy.
3. Eat well and regularly Stress can alter blood sugar levels, which can cause mood swings, fatigue,
hyperglycemia, and metabolic syndrome. It’s important to eat a balanced diet high in vitamins and
minerals, and avoid sugar, alcohol and caffeine, at least until you feel stronger. Try not to leave too
much time between meals; it’s much better to snack little and often than experience dramatic blood
sugar crashes. Carry emergency healthy snacks in your bag – not just for your children, but for you
too!
4. Manage your time effectively If you constantly have a to-do list that is as long as your arm and
depressingly unachievable, break it down. Make a priority list. De-stressing gurus suggest setting a
timer and giving yourself a set amount of time, say 15 minutes, to do a job you’ve been putting off.
It’s surprising once you get started how quickly you can get things done and even if you don’t finish
it, you’ve at least made a start.
5. Sing your heart out Research shows that singing releases feel good hormones and you also feel
your throat and heart chakra open up when you really begin to sing – a great release. Put on a
favourite CD and sing along, preferably at the top of your voice.
6. Say no and cut back on commitments You’ve heard it before, but it’s all too easy to agree to take
on commitments when you’re feeling relaxed, only to find them overwhelming the next day. Think
carefully about whether you can fit something in, prioritising your workload and your family life and
if you know you can’t, don’t feel bad about saying no. Once you get used to it, you’ll find it’s an
empowering way to take control of your life and alleviate burn-out.
7. Breathe Look on Youtube for one of the many stress-relieving breathing exercises. Getting
enough oxygen to your cells and slowing down your breath can literally change your mood – think
‘take a breather!’.
8. Use mantras and affirmations Find a little mantra that works for you. You can either use one of
the powerful Sanskrit mantras, or write your own affirmations. Repeat it as often as needed,
perhaps turning it in to a chant or song. You don’t have to say/sing it out loud, just repeat in your
head. Mantras change neural pathways, enabling us to create a positive outlook and promoting
transformation.

9. Keep a gratitude journal When you’re bogged down in daily aggravations, it’s hard to
remember the good stuff. Take the time to write down three things you’re grateful for each
evening – your child’s laugh, a beautiful sunset, something lovely a friend said. This daily act is
often enough to switch your focus from what’s wrong with your life to what’s right, and promote a
more relaxed, positive attitude. You could also write down three things you’ve achieved, however
small. Reward yourself for doing the washing up!
10. Exercise, ideally outdoors Getting your quota of vitamin D, fresh air and plenty of exercise
every day can have a massive impact on your wellbeing. Feeling completely irate after a difficult
phone call and a dreary day? Wrap everybody up, put your wellies on, and get outside to jump in
the puddles. Carrying the stress in your body? Put some loud music on and dance, really shaking
your limbs out. If you live near woodland, take a walk under the trees. There’s nothing like the
solid, centred energy of trees to calm and soothe the mind. No time? Just five minutes of yoga
stretches whilst the kettle is boiling can make a huge difference.
AND REMEMBER, LOOK AFTER YOURSELF. YOU’RE PRECIOUS.
Article by Lucy Corkhill (Adapted from the Green Parent Magazine)

The Childline website has lots of valuable information, but one area we like to bring everyone's
attention to is their Calm Zone. The activities are suitable for most ages, although best done with
a Parent for younger children. The aim is to help Children feel better when they’re feeling anxious,
scared or sad and bring some mindfulness to their day through ideas such as a 'Calm Aid Kit, a
‘let it go’ box and creating a ‘sense drawer’. It also includes breathing exercises, Yoga and ways to
bring gratitude to our day'
'We are all being faced to adjust to our current new norm, but with lot's of unanswered questions
this can lead to Anxiety. We understand this is currently how lot's of our Upper School students
are feeling with regards to their futures, especially around exams and their exam gradings.
Youngminds have lot's of tools and suggestions to help with Anxiety here: https://youngminds.
org.uk/find-help/conditions/anxiety. There is also a guide for Parent's who may be looking for
more support in order to help their child through Anxiety.

www.michaelhall.co.uk/safeguarding-and-wellbeing-resources-for-parents

This week’s Online Safety resources

We understand that this may be a time where we are all, but especially our children, enjoying
some extra catch up time on Netflix. This can be a nice way to enjoy some family time, or
indeed to create a little space in the day for some much needed catch up on work. It may also
be a way for our teenager's to connect to friend's remotely, chatting to each other virtually
whilst enjoying a film together, allowing some much needed connection but it is also
important that Parent's and Carer's know exactly what Netflix is and how to create a safe
environment for their children. Please read through the 'Do's and Don'ts' in the guide put
together by National Online Safety. This can be found on the link below.

www.michaelhall.co.uk/online-safety-resources-for-parents

Safeguarding; we are all responsible

This Emily Dickinson poem was brought to the Easter Conference, short but poignant and a balm
to the soul in these times.

Waldorf Wave

Thank you to everyone who joined in the Waldorf Wave. We managed to reach 19,161 people over
7 days (on Facebook & Instagram) with the vast majority coming from Facebook.
324 people joined in the online 'Waldorf Wave' altogether.

News from the Parents Working Group:

We are glad to be able to announce that the notes from last term’s Open Space event are now
available to read on The Parents' Portal or The Michael Hall Community Hive Facebook group. Go
here to access this group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/333955204172665/
Thank you to all who took part and contributed.
ALSO: We are hosting a Virtual Canteen Coffee Morning, via Zoom, every Monday between 09:30 and
10.30. All parents are welcome. A regular social - a chance to hang out, connect and share. We are
missing the daily sense of community, the ways in which we gather, at drop offs and pick ups and
also at our festivals. We want to try to sustain, nurture and celebrate our connection - if you are
missing this too, come and join us!
For full details of how to join head over to the Hive FaceBook page.
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